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1. ABOUT HUQ

Huq Industries provides high-frequency data that measures footfall patterns and trends as they
happen using ﬁrst-class mobile geo-location data.
Our ﬁrst-party, veriﬁed and compliant data supports a broad range of applications in ﬁnancial
services, real-estate, local government and CPG. Whichever research themes you are following,
Huq offers a fast and reliable means to measure business and societal trends with conﬁdence.
Our objective since 2014 has been to bring quality geo-behavioural measurement data to
customers who make high-value decisions based on real-world actions. Our executive team
shares a rich professional history centred on mobile technology with many years experience
working for mobile network operators, in mobile content, marketing and engineering.
We are headquartered in London, UK with sales representation in the US and South Africa,
where our focused and talented team works on its commitment to producing the market’s most
reliable geo-location data.
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2. OUR APPROACH
2A. LOCAL GOVERNMENT CREDENTIALS
Huq is consistently selected for its emphasis on footfall measurement speed and quality by
organisations for whom accuracy is critical.

Alex McCulloch, Director, CACI

“

The observational quality and reporting detail available
through Huq’s dataset allows us to develop powerful
new insights across fast-changing and hard-to-measure
domains.
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2B. RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Community Vision is the result of over ﬁve years' investment dedicated to building the world's
only mobile geo-location dataset for research. Processing upwards of 0.5Bn geo-spatial datapoints every day, Huq is the leading supplier of population movement-based products to
customers for whom measurement accuracy and detail is vital.
This product comes as a result of close collaboration with the foremost specialists and academic
institutions in this ﬁeld - UCL, Leeds University, Glasgow University, PWC, CACI and Adept
Insight - and has been successfully deployed by Leicester and Glasgow City Councils, the Highstreet Task Force and central Government departments.
Huq's commitment to analysis and practical application of its underlying data asset is what has
led us to develop Community Vision for councils. As an intuitive and comprehensive means for
users of all technical abilities to beneﬁt from detailed and up-to-the-minute insight, Community
Vision leads the market in economy and application.
We are dedicated to helping councils mitigate the challenges brought by the ongoing
pandemic and are passionate about the opportunities for economic regeneration that 2021 will
bring. We hope to work closely and collaboratively with you to make change for good through
our innovative and proven products across your towns and centres.
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2C. DATA QUALITY & ASSURANCE
Huq has built a network of ﬁrst class mobile app partners to supply its world-leading geolocation dataset. Huq utilises a proprietary Software Development Kit (SDK) to source, verify and
manage all geo-location (GPS and WiFi) data in a GDPR compliant way, which is hosted on a
private data cloud. All data is ﬁrst party. We strictly do not use third party data.
Many mobile geo-location data providers draw their data from third or even fourth-party
sources, meaning that along the way information gets lost - and the ability to draw meaning
from the data diminishes. End-user consent also becomes harder to verify, leading to
compliance issues. Huq is the only provider to source data exclusively on a ﬁrst-party basis.
All of Huq’s mobile geo-location data partners are carefully selected for accurate demographic
representativeness, and consistency of data supply. All data collected by Huq is anonymised at
source. We implement a triple-lock end-user consent mechanism whereby users must opt in to
our data collection service, enable location services from within the app and can opt-out as suits.
This method ensures all data is veriﬁed and compliant with GDPR and other local regulations. At
Huq we pride ourselves on the ethical approach we take to data collection and applications. This
is reﬂected in the outputs that we offer to our customers. For example, all data is provided in an
anonymised, aggregate form that prevents any identiﬁcation of an end-user within our data.
Many applications of our data asset involve time-series analyses and transformations. The
accuracy of our outputs are market-leading, with panel retention consistently at 300% above the
industry mean. High data density also offers greater observational quality and ﬁrmer support for
analytical outputs. With 250+ points per panellist per day, Huq leads the market in this regard.

Quality and validation of statistical outputs
The time-series outputs used within Huq’s Footfall Monitoring feature are based on a daily count
of unique devices present in the centre or custom polygon area from Huq’s geo-location data
asset. Prior to publication, the result is statistically normalised to account for known variables
within the dataset (such as panel size variation), and is tested from January 1st 2019 onwards for
variance and trend.
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2C. DATA QUALITY & ASSURANCE (CONT.)
The normalised daily ﬁgure is then indexed to the January 2020 daily mean and based at 100 - a
period chosen to represent pre-pandemic levels. The resulting index is reviewed internally by
Huq on a monthly basis for continued consistency and representativeness. Equivalent outputs
are correlated with publicly available indices - among which data published by the Department
for Transport, Ofﬁce for National Statistics, industry trade bodies and university studies.
During testing, the minimum acceptable Pearson correlation is considered 0.4 and deliver a
mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of less than 40%. Where historical footfall data for
council centres is available, we offer to carry out equivalent backtest comparisons for the council
prior to deployment.
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4. EQUIPMENT & SYSTEM PROPOSAL
Huq has created Community Vision, a solution for Local Government development teams that is
designed to address the requirements and objectives of councils in 2021 and beyond.
FOOTFALL MONITORING (FIG. 1)
Footfall Monitoring enables councils to acquire an
holistic view of population interaction with all town
centres within their council areas and beyond.
This innovative product offers capabilities far
beyond standard. Footfall Monitoring provides daily
data for fast and effective analysis of historical
footfall trends and inﬂuences across the UK. It
provides a measure of real-time change across fastmoving pandemic-shaped landscapes.
Segmentation by socio-economic group supports
the council with an in-depth understanding of the
visitors to your high-streets.

FOOTFALL DENSITY MAPPING (FIG. 2)
Footfall Density Heat-mapping offers councils an
eagle-eye view of their footfall distribution across
their centre(s) and surrounding areas. Satellite
base-maps and Streetview functionality allows
users to inspect areas of high-footfall density and
formulate Covid management strategies directly
using the product - resulting in more effective
signage, warden placement and other mitigations.
It also offers a means to measure success across
council centres in terms of high or low footfall
areas to inform marketing activities.
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CATCHMENT AREA MAPPING (FIG. 3)
Understanding changing Catchment Areas is
central to recovery and regeneration of the
local economy. Huq’s real-time catchment area
modelling helps councils understand who is
visiting their centres, and also direct marketing
efforts more effectively.

.

Community Vision’s clear visualisation of
catchment areas - both ‘local’ and beyond shows the reach and appeal of your town
centres, and how those change with time.
As with all Community Vision features, users
may segment this output by demographic or
socio-economic grade.

DWELL-TIME, FLOW & (NON-)CATCHMENT FOOTFALL
The mobile geo-location dataset that underpins Community Vision’s features and outputs is
highly extensible, allowing for a broad range of related but custom metrics and visualisations.
All geo-location data is timestamped to the millisecond, allowing for the accurate measurement
and expression of visit duration or dwell-time within each centre. Precise location coordinates
allow for ﬁne-grained mapping or assignment of activity to speciﬁc centre entry and exit points.
Community Vision’s ‘Catchment Area Mapping’ feature may further be used to classify visitors as
local or non-local in a ﬂexible and ﬁne-grained way, offering an efﬁcient basis for additional
metrics that monitor centre visitor levels by type. We look forward to working with the council in
a collaborative way to interpret, propose and implement these features required.
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4A. FOOTFALL MONITORING
Footfall monitoring helps inform the council’s response to Covid-19 policy changes, focus
marketing support and measure success for centres in an easily-accessible and visual way.

FIG 4: FOOTFALL MONITORING BY CENTRE

The above ﬁgure shows the level of unique visitor footfall across ﬁve town centres (as listed
above) using their historical data (Jan 2020 to present). Each daily town centre value is indexed
to its January 2020 mean footfall level (100 = Jan 2020 Mean). In this way, the above footfall
monitor shows the change in footfall levels across 2020 as a result of Covid 19.
This output also allows for estimated actual values to be inferred from the data by combining
daily index levels with known actual ﬁgures from previous periods (percentage change). With
daily updates at just a 48hr lag, this tool has among the fastest update frequencies available.
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4A. FOOTFALL MONITORING (CONT.)
Filtering the output to display the data by town centre(s) allows you to fairly measure the impact
of Covid on each high street and compare between high streets as you see ﬁt. We can also add
any town centres from across the UK that you wish to compare or benchmark against.
Benchmarks may include town centres with similar characteristics and offerings, and have similar
visitor proﬁles in terms of demographic composition.
For example, this allows you to
observe (Fig. 4) that Amersham
Old Town and Amersham-on-theHill were more signiﬁcantly
impacted by Covid-19 during
2020 with footfall levels falling
signiﬁcantly post-lockdown one
(March 2020) and failing to
recover after the easing of
restrictions and introduction of tier
systems following the summer.
Footfall Monitor allows users to
segment footfall activity across any
centre by demographic attributes,
frequently using ONS income
groups - as shown in Figure 5.
FIG 5: INCOME DEMOGRAPHICS & DATE FILTERING
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4A. FOOTFALL MONITORING (CONT.)
Daily cross-centre footfall monitoring with demographic proﬁling and historical data permits the
council to inform businesses on what to expect in terms of footfall levels and to provide advice.

FIG 6: SHOWING MID-INCOME FOOTFALL ACROSS BUCKINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL CENTRES

The graphic above (Fig. 6) shows how centre footfall changes when ﬁltering by income group, in
this case ’Mid-Earners’. This feature allows you to understand the performance of your town
centre(s) in relation to different demographic groups and also allows you to track, monitor and
inﬂuence the impact of your marketing activities across these different markets.
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4A. FOOTFALL MONITORING (CONT.)
An applied example of this insight is to measure the appeal of your high-streets to varying
socio-economic groups, and to develop strategies that maximise the occupancy of retail or
other commercial units according to those market needs.
This tool also allows you to measure the impact of Covid by comparing current activity in realtime with the historical data, ie. 2019 vs. 2021. If a number of units have closed, how quickly and
in which ways will the high street recover in 2021? Where can we expect to see fastest growth?
By applying the same premise you can use the historical data to analyse previous effects of
marketing activities. or the introduction of new policies, to see what impact that had in the past.
This allows for forecasting of the likely outcomes on future initiatives.
Drawing in the historical record is key for planning recovery strategies as it allows you to
observe historical patterns and examine your high street with greater level of nuance to shape
and build centres that operate and best reﬂect the vision you have.
All of the above can also be used in the same way to compare your centres with others. Huq
enables benchmarking and comparison with other high-streets that are similar to your own. You
can accurately measure the impact of other initiatives or schemes put in place across wider town
centres and use that as a basis for the strategies that you choose to employ in your own.
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4B. FOOTFALL DENSITY MAPPING
Huq Industries’ solution for Local Government offers a counterpart to Footfall Monitoring that
shows in visual form where within each centre that activity is taking place, and how that
changes with time and income group.

FIG 7: HEATMAP OF FOOTFALL ACTIVITY ACROSS CHESHAM HIGH STREET AND VICINITY

Figure 7 above shows a heat-map for Chesham high street and surrounding areas. As Huq’s
solution does not rely on any physical infrastructure, you can monitor footfall density and
distribution far beyond the scope of just a town centre or point on a high street. You can equally
deﬁne these areas or limit the display of data according to your own requirements. This is easily
achieved by deﬁning a ‘polygon’ area of interest representing a particular zone or high-street,
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4B. FOOTFALL DENSITY MAPPING (CONT.)
Footfall Density Heat-mapping offers three views; roadmap, satellite or Google Streetview. The
roadmap provides a simpliﬁed layout; satellite allows users to more readily identify the buildings
oe infrastructure features that correspond to activity clusters. Streetview allows to you investigate
at street level and conﬁrm the locations or premises where footfall data attracts your interest.

FIG 8: THE FOOTFALL CLUSTER ADJACENT TO THE HIGH-STREET IS REVEALED AS A LARGE SAINSBURY’S OUTLET

This tool offers the same ﬁltering parameters as previously described - including town centre,
demographic proﬁle and date segmentation (including historical data). Uses include
examination of an area of high density as shown by the darker blue clusters in Fig. 7 and
learning exactly what exists at - and is responsible for - that cluster, as shown in Figure 8. You
can use these features to gain a detailed view of your town centres and take positive action.
This same tool can be used to compare your centres to other benchmarks.
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4B. FOOTFALL DENSITY MAPPING (CONT.)
The Footfall Density mapping feature allows you to accurately measure the present and historic
footfall density at any given location within the area, and use this data to implement more
effective Covid signage and interventions. This applies for both the high-street and surrounding
areas. With daily updates in near-realtime, this data allows for rapid responses and action to be
taken to mitigate risks associated with opening high streets safely.
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4C. CATCHMENT AREA MAPPING
The third standard element of Community Vision for Local Government
comprises a centre catchment area analysis tool that reﬂects where visitors
are travelling from and how that changes with time and demographics.
The ﬁgure below, Fig. 9, shows the catchment area that incorporates 50% of visitors to Chesham
town centre in the last 30 days. This output incorporates all the same functionality as previously
discussed - allowing you to ﬁlter by centre, demographic proﬁle and date range.

.

FIG 9: 50% CATCHMENT AREA MAP FOR CESHAM JAN 1-30TH 2021 FOR ALL DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS
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4C. CATCHMENT AREA MAPPING (CONT.)
As with all outputs, you can monitor the catchment area for any town centre you wish across the
whole of the UK. This allow you to analyse which town centres you currently compete with and to
develop your economic development strategies accordingly.
This tool allows you to ﬁlter and display multiple town centre catchment areas at once, revealing
the overlap in catchments. A practical example of this where at ﬁrst glance may have a large
overlap in catchments with another centre - but using demographic ﬁlters it becomes clear that
this only applies in one case. This outcome enables you to refocus your marketing efforts, advise
local business and inform partnerships.
Catchment Area Maps can be ﬁltered by date, allowing you to measure pre-, during and postCovid impacts on your centres. These outputs can also be ﬁltered by catchment percentage,
allowing you to measure how far and in which direction the appeal of your centres extends - and
for whom.
This valuable information can be used to advise local businesses post-lockdown on how to
improve their marketing. This is equally important for the council to understand as tier systems /
other Covid restrictions are put in place, and to help manage your town centres effectively.
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4D. DWELL-TIME, FLOWS & (NON-)CATCHMENT FOOTFALL
While Community Vision offers footfall, density and catchment mapping
outputs as standard, it is also extensible and can incorporate additional
dimensions, controls and outputs to reﬂect the council’s requirements.
Dwell-time metrics
The daily duration of visits made to the council’s towns and high-streets may be calculated from
Huq’s existing geo-location data and displayed - for example - as a histogram to visualise the
distribution of hours that visitors are present at these locations each day.

Entry-exit ﬂows
While the Density Heat-map feature allows users to visually identify and weight ﬂows into and
out of each centre, it is also possible to provide a statistical output to measure the signiﬁcance of
each access point and how that changes with time or across other dimensions.

(Non-)Catchment footfall
The Catchment Area feature offers a clear and robust expression of where visitors to the council
centres are travelling from, and how that changes through time and demographic dimensions.
The same model can be used to classify centre visitors as within- / non-catchment visitors, and
that dimension can be - for example - incorporated into the footfall monitoring time-series data.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
The following represents the implementation plan and timeframe for the
successful delivery of Community Vision to the council.
PROGRAMME TIMELINE
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Production

Delivery

Week 5

Tender awarded
Agenda supplied

Scope agreed
Production starts

Review & edits
Access enabled
Training period

Week 1: Award and Project Planning
The implementation programme begins when the contract has been awarded and contracts
agreed. The council will appoint project contacts and Huq will supply the council with a detailed
agenda for project variables to be agreed prior to production.

Week 2: Scope Deﬁned and Production Starts
The council will work collaboratively with Huq to review and conﬁrm the product speciﬁcation,
and to design and agree requirements outside that core scope - for example, speciﬁc polygon
areas, dwell and trafﬁc ﬂow metrics or visualisations. At this point, production commences.
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Week 3: Production Continues
During the third week of the programme, Huq will proceed with the implantation of the product
and analytical queries that constitute the agreed speciﬁcation. If the council has access to any
historical footfall data for the equivalent centres (2019+), the council should provide it now.

Week 4: Delivery and Review
The product will be tested both technically and analytically prior to release to the council. Any
historical data that the council has provided will be used to validate the measurement outputs.
At this release Huq will brief the council on the features, solutions and data for feedback / edits.

Week 5: User Access and Training
During week ﬁve, Huq will enable access to all nominated users and supply training material in
advance of a training session for the council users. Any edits or amends from Week 4 will have
been implemented (subject to agreement) and the product will update to schedule from now.

Huq offers to hold a bi-monthly success review with the council in order to
provide direct technical and analytical support, and to receive feedback
from the council as to the effectiveness of the product and workﬂows.
Huq will also conduct an internal monthly review of the data and
measurement outputs and advise the council of any relevant considerations.
For the duration of the contract, Huq will provide in-life support for
Community Vision users by phone or email as required.
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6. DATA SECURITY, HOSTING & ACCESS
In addition to its market-leading on-demand geolocation dataset and geospatial expertise, Huq
makes use of the most current technologies and practices to offer a seamless, efﬁcient service.
Security
All data is hosted in encrypted form on the Google Cloud Services platform which offers marketleading security and reliability to its customers. Huq takes advantage from this established and
effective platform to store, query and serve results into our secure, predicted product interfaces.

Hosting
All Huq datasets, products and services are hosted on Google Cloud Services infrastructure,
which guarantees 99.9% uptime and availability to users. Its multi-region, server less technology
offers built-in redundancy and data replication, minimising the risk of data loss or downtime.
Located across some of the world’s highest-speciﬁcation data centres, this platform provides
Huq and its customers with world-leading availability, scale and security.

Access
Huq will provide access to council users on a whitelisted basis, whereby access to the product
will be restricted to only those users. All aggregated results displayed through the product
features and outputs are available for download as XLSX or CSV by those users for subsequent
analysis and internal distribution. Updates to the measurement outputs supplied using that
technology are scheduled daily for 5am GMT, seven days a week, 365 days a year, and will be
accessible through the CommunityVision interface 6am GMT daily.
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BEN WARD-COCHRANE
Business Development Manager
T: +44 (0) 777 154 9665
E: ben@huq.io
Huq Industries Limited
66 Old Compton Street,
London W1D 4UH

